CAMEO
COMMUNITY❗
The Boushall Middle School
Experience❗
Cameo Models Internationale community
outreach to Richmond Public Schools
provides high quality vocational programs
in the Fashion arts of Production Runway
and the ROLE MODEL personality
Development components of:
Overcoming to Become
Overcoming shyness
Building self confidence and self esteem
Building self acceptance and self control
Building self awareness and self respect
Building self value and self worth
Students explore their interests in the
Fashion Arts, express themselves, make
friends and have fun reaching the most of
their potential to let the world know
“they've got what it takes” to make it in
today's society. EXPECT the BEST ❗

CAMEO VISION
Cameo Role Modeling programs is where
academics meet the Arts.
Cameo offers quality programs designed to
offer experiences that supplement and
support school based education that often
leads to better attendance, better
behavior and course performance.
Cameo Fashion arts programs offer
academic support that develop interest,
passions and social skills.
Cameo mentorship and leadership in
human Relation skills provide a setting to
talk about real issues for personal
development.
Cameo coordinating with community
effort School programs offer students more
access to the Fashion arts, where more
students are served, we believe, the
stronger our community will be.
EXPECT the BEST ❗

CAMEO MISSION
Our mission is to develop relationship
between the Fashion arts, life and
community.
Our mission is to provide all Middle school
and high school students with access to the
vocation of the fashion arts and HIGH
quality Award WINNING learning
experiences beyond the classroom.
We believe when students can be engaged
in real life community and have access to
out of school Arts programs, the benefit Is
magnificent academically, physically and
socially.
We believe, with proven results, our youth
will achieve greater, experience greater, as
they discover their GREATNESS will grow,
expand and flourish in life and WIN❗.
EXPECT the BEST ❗

